We construct two simple examples of strongly monotone timeperiodic dynamical systems (of period t > 0) possessing linearly stable subharmonic orbits of period nz for any integer n > 2 . The first example is an irreducible cooperative system of four ODE's that models positive feedback. The second example is a one-dimensional reaction-diffusion PDE with periodic boundary conditions. Our construction employs Chebyshev's polynomials.
the period map T of a strongly monotone time-periodic system of equations with continuous time. In fact, Takác [27] has ruled out this possibility in the case of a (multi-dimensional) time-periodic reaction-diffusion equation (or an irreducible cooperative system of two such equations) with (spatially) periodic boundary conditions assuming that both the diffusivity and the reaction function are spatially homogeneous. Namely, this assumption forces also the spatial homogeneity of every Ljapunov stable time-periodic solution. In addition, Chen and Matano [5] have ruled out the existence of any (stable or unstable) cycles by proving a convergence theorem in the case of a one-dimensional time-periodic reaction-diffusion equation with Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic boundary conditions assuming (as above) spatially homogeneous diffusivity and reaction function. Similarly, Hale and Somolinos [8] proved a convergence theorem in the case of a time-periodic irreducible cooperative system of two ODE's.
In this article we construct two simple examples of strongly monotone timeperiodic dynamical systems of period x > 0 possessing linearly stable subharmonic orbits of period nx for any integer n > 2. Equivalently, the corresponding period map T has a linearly stable «-cycle. Our first example ( §2) is an irreducible cooperative system of four ODE's that models single loop positive feedback. Our second example ( §3) is a one-dimensional rection-diffusion PDE (containing a transport term) with periodic boundary conditions. The nonlinearities in these two examples involve nth order Chebyshev's polynomials Tn(u) (cf. Lebedev [14] ) since they have the following property:
The function g"(Ç, u) = cos(n£) -T"(u) of (i,w)elxM defined for every fixed n 6 N is (2^/«)-periodic in the ¿-variable and satisfies g"(£, cos¿) = 0, whereas cos<¡; is only 27t-periodic.
Finally, in §4 we present additional positive feedback-type (time-periodic) systems of ODE's where numerical computations strongly suggest (but do not prove) the presence of linearly stable subharmonic orbits.
Preliminaries
Throughout the article we use the following standard concepts and notation. X denotes a strongly ordered separable (real) Banach space, i.e., X is a separable Banach space over R with a closed (partial) order relation "<" in X x X such that the positive cone X+ -{x e X : x > 0} in X has nonempty interior denoted by lnt(X+). We write x < y to express x < y and x ^ y in X, whereas x < y means y -x e lnt(X+) for x, y e X . U = {U(t, s) : t > s > 0} denotes a time-periodic dynamical system (or time-periodic process) in X of period x > 0, which is assumed to be strongly monotone, x < y in X implies U(t, s)x < U(t, s)y whenever t > s > 0. The corresponding period map T: X -» X is defined by T = U(x, 0). We recall that a nonautonomous dynamical system (or process) is a continuous mapping U from {{t, s) G R2 : t > s > 0} x X into X satisfying U(t, t)x = x and U(t, r)x = U{t, s)U{s, r)x for all t > s > r > 0 and x £ X . It is called timeperiodic of period x > 0 if also U(t + x, s + x)x = U(t, s)x for all t > s > 0 and x € X .
We use the discrete-time dynamical system {Tn : n e Z+} in X to introduce the following standard concepts.
The discrete-time positive semiorbit (briefly, orbit) of any x e X is defined by cf+(x) = {T"x : n e Z+}, and the co-limit set of jc is defined by co(x) = {y e X: T"kx -» y (k -> oo) for some sequence nk -> oo in Z+}. Notice that if cf+{x) is relatively compact in X, then co(x) jt 0. The reader is referred to Hale [7, Chapter 2] for additional concepts such as global attractor, etc. Analogously, the continuous-time positive semiorbit (shortly, continuous orbit) of any x e X is defined by y+{x) = {U{t, 0)x : t € 1+}. We say that y+(x) is a subharmonic orbit of period nx, for some integer n > 2, iff cf+(x) is an «-cycle, i.e., T"x = x and cf+{x) has precisely « distinct elements. Such a subharmonic orbit y+(x) is called linearly stable iff the cycle cf+(x) is linearly stable, i.e., the mapping T" : X -> X is Fréchet differentiable at its fixed point x £ X and the corresponding Fréchet derivative D(Tn)(x) has spectral radius spr{D(T"){x)) < 1.
Finally, given any integer « > 0, the «th Chebyshev's polynomial T"(u) is uniquely determined by Tn(u) = cos(« arceos«) for u e [-1, 1]. For n > 1 we define an auxiliary function /*: E x R -» R by /(£, «) = (cos(«<¡;) -Tn(u))T'n(u), which is a polynomial of order 2« -1 in u with the leading coefficient -« • 22(n_1). We set
, Í e R.
A SYSTEM OF FOUR ODE'S
Our first example is the following single loop positive feedback system for the unknown vector u -u(t) = (u\, Uj, «3, 1/4) e X = R4 depending on time í € R+: du\ e. dui
(1)
with a given initial value w(0) e R4. Here a > 0 is a sufficiently large constant to be determined later, and the function / has been defined in § 1. The Euclidean space R4 is endowed with the natural coordinatewise ordering. This system in R4 is (27i/«)-periodic, cooperative, and irreducible, and hence, it is strongly monotone by the Müller-Kamke theorem, cf. Hirsch [10, 11] , Selgrade [18], or Smith [20] . The nonlinearity f(c¡, u) = -« •22("-1'«2"-' +••• guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a classical C°°-solution u(t) of (1) and the existence of a global attractor as well. Hence, ( 1 ) generates a strongly monotone (27r/«)-periodic dynamical system U(t, s), / > 5 > 0, in R4 that is determined by u{t) = U(t, s)u(s), t > s > 0, for an arbitrary initial value u{s) e R4 . It is obvious that the time-dependent vector u(t) = (cost, cos(t -|), cos(/ + n), cos(t+ \)) -(cos/, siní, -cosí, -sin/)
is a solution of (1). Furthermore, system (1) is (27r/«)-periodic in the time variable / whereas u(t) is only 2n-periodic. We claim the following result:
Proposition 2.1. Let « > 2 and x = 2n/n . Then there exists a constant a" > 0 depending only on « such that u(t) is a linearly stable subharmonic orbit of period nx -2n whenever a > a" .
Proof. It is well known that the linear stability of u{t) follows from that of the zero solution of the linearization of system (1) about u(t). This linearization has the following form with the unknown vector v = v(t) = (v\, v2, v$, v4) e dv\ ,,s dv
--j--=Vi -a<p {t + -J v4 .
Also system (2) is cooperative and irreducible, and consequently, strongly monotone. It is only 7T-periodic. We set (/) = min{ç7(Z), <p (/-|) ,<p(t + n), <p (/ + !)} ' teRNext we consider the following majorization of system (2) with the unknown vector w = w(t) = (w\, w2, w^, w4) e R4 : dw\ . , dw2
, .
--r--=w2-ay/(t)w3, -¡j-=Wî-aiff(t)w4.
It follows from the Perron-Frobenius theory combined with the Müller-Kamke theorem that the linear stability of the zero solution of system (3) implies the same property for system (2). Namely, if \v¡(s)\ < w¡(s), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, for some 5 > 0, then also \v¡(t)\ < w¡(t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, for all / > s. We set A = ±fZy/(t)dt (>0) and a:
x(t) = w(t)exT) I / y/(s)ds -At where J0' y/(s) ds -At is a 7r-periodic function of / e R. Then x(t) is a solution of the following autonomous system:
The zero solution of this system is linearly stable iff aA > 1 , and so we may choose a" = \/A . The proposition has been proved. G
A REACTION-DIFFUSION PDE
Let X = C(R/27rZ) denote the Banach space of all 27t-periodic continuous functions /:!-»! endowed with the maximum norm ||/||oo = maxxeR |/(x)| and the pointwise ordering. Our second example is the following reactiondiffusion equation (with transport) for the unknown vector-valued function u = u{t) = u{-, t) e C(R/27rZ) depending on time / e R+ , where "•" stands for the space variable x G R : with a given initial value u(0) G C(R/27rZ). Here d > 0 is an arbitrary diffusivity constant, a > 0 is a sufficiently large constant to be determined later, and the function / was defined in §1. This equation in C(R/2nZ) is 27r-periodic and satisfies the strong maximum principle for parabolic equations (cf. Hirsch [13, §5] ). The nonlinearity /(£, u) = -« • 22("~1)w2"~1 + • • • guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a classical C°°-solution u(x, t) of (5) and the existence of a global attractor as well by the smoothing property of parabolic equations. Hence, (5) generates a strongly monotone 27r-periodic dynamical system U(t, s), t > s > 0, in C(R/27rZ) that is determined by u(t) -U{t, s)u(s), / > 5 > 0, for an arbitrary initial value u(s) G C(R/27rZ) (cf. Amann [3, §15; 4, § §2, 3]). It is obvious that the function u(x, t) = cos(x -//«) is a solution of (5). Furthermore, equation (5) is 2^-periodic in the time variable / whereas u(x, /) is only 2«7i-periodic in /. We claim the following result: is a linearly stable subharmonic orbit of period nx = 2nn whenever a > an .
Proof. Similarly as in (1), the linear stability of «(-,/)
follows from that of the zero solution of the linearization of equation (5) 
Also equation (6) satisfies the strong maximum principle, and consequently, it generates a strongly monotone «7r-periodic dynamical system in C(R/27iZ). We set w(x, t) = v(x + j¡, t), whence v(x, t) = w(x -j¡, t). Then w = w(t) = w(-, t) G C(R/27rZ) is a solution of the autonomous equation
It is obvious that the zero solution of equation (6) is linearly stable iff the same property holds for equation (7) . Let Jz? = S'a : L2(-7t, n) -* L2(-n, n) denote the selfadjoint linear operator defined by for each w G W2'2(-n, n) satisfying u(-n) = u{n) and u'(-n) = u'(n) in the sense of traces. Since S? is selfadjoint with compact resolvent, its entire spectrum lies in R and consists of a discrete set of eigenvalues only. Then the zero solution of (7) is linearly stable iff the largest eigenvalue \\ = AijQ of S? is < 0. By Nussbaum [16, §2] , the largest eigenvalue X\ of 2f is simple with a strictly positive eigenfunction w\ = W\,a » 0 normalized by $\w2 = 1, and also (8) 1-Ai= í {w\)2dx + ^ Í w2tp{x)dx.
By the strong maximum principle for elliptic equations, A] is a strictly decreasing function of a > 0. Consequently, it suffices to show X\i0n < 0 for some an > 0 . Indeed, we will prove X\ \ -oo as a / oo.
Suppose not; then Ai \Âi > -oc as a/'oo.
Consequently, (8) shows that the net {wi ,a}ae(o,oo) is bounded in ¡Vl'2(-7i, tt) , and hence, relatively compact in C(R/27rZ) ^-> L2(-n, n). Furthermore, given any a. > 0 and a>a, Observe that each of the systems (1), (5), and (10) can be written as an abstract evolution equation (11) du/dt = s¡¡?u + 3r{t,u{t)), />0, where srf : X -> X is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup {e^' : t G R+} of strongly positive (bounded linear) operators in X, i.e., e^'x > 0 whenever x > 0 in X and / G (0, oo), and ^(t, •): X -> X is a Nemytskii (substitution) operator in a function space X. We would like to point out that all three systems (1), (5), and (10) have the following common feature: The spectrum a(s/) of srf has the form a (si) = {Xk±ip.k: k = 1, 2, ...} where A¿, ßic e S satisfy À\ > A2 > A3 > • • • and ß\ -0 < fi2. Consequently, there exists A G R (e.g., k = X2) such that the strongly monotone linear autonomous system (12) du/dt = sfu-Xu, />0, possesses a (linearly unstable) periodic orbit. In our examples above (cf. (11)) we have added the nonlinearity &(t, u(t)) + A« to the right-hand side of (12) in order to "stabilize" this unstable orbit. It would be interesting to find out whether linearly stable subharmonic orbits are caused by complex eigenvalues of sf or, perhaps, by those of s/ + JÍ where J( is any bounded pointwise multiplication operator in the function space X. Neither of these two possibilities can occur if sf (and consequently sf + Jf) is essentially selfadjoint in a suitable (real) Hilbert space H, such as L2 <-> C(R/27zZ) = X or RN = X. As far as applications of our examples are concerned, time-periodic dynamical systems, when compared to their autonomous simplifications that do not exhibit any linearly stable periodic orbits, seem to be far more suitable for mathematical modelling of strongly monotone processes with regular (but strong) time-periodic seasonal variations.
